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NUCLEAR TRANSMUTATIONS USING ACCELERATED CARBON IONS 

Jack Marvin Hollander 
Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

As part of a general heavy ion acceleration program, this work 

has been the investigation of some nuclear reactions induced by car-

bon nuclei accelerated in the Berkeley 60-inch cyclotron. 

Excitation experiments have been done with the Au197(C,4n)At205 

and Au197(c,6n)At203 reactions using the stacked foil technique, 

and the results are discussed in terms of the statistical theory 

of nuclear reactions. Cross sections for these two reactions are 

also estimated. 

The fission of uranium with carbon ions has been studied, and 

the observed cross section compared, with that estimated from yields 

in the u238(c,6n)Cf244 reaction. The general theory of carbon ion 

induced fission is discussed. 

Bombardments of copper with carbon ions have resulted in the 

production of a new isotope of bromine, tentatively assigned to 

Br74 produced by a cu65(C,3n)Br74 reaction. Also observed was 

1.6 hour Br75. The mass assignments of Br76 and Br77 have been 

verified by bombarding As203 with helium ions-of various energies. 

To the extent that these novel reactions have been studied, 

the indications are that carbon ions behave as "normal" nuclear 

projectiles; and that their reactions can be described adequately 

ih terms of more or less "standard" nuclear models. 

-3-
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NUCLEAR TRANSMUTATIONS USING ACCELERATED CARBON IONS 

Jack Marvin Hollander 
Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 
University of Californiajl Berkeleyjl California 

I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The cyclotron has been a very useful device for accelerating posi-

tive ions to high energies, where they may be used in the study of 

nuclear reactions. Hydrogen, deuterium, and helium nuclei have thus 

far been successfUlly acceleratedjl and have assumed the role of 

commonplace research tools in nuclea:rphysics. However, a glattde 

at the equations of the cyclotron will show that, in theory at 

least, many other nuclei could be accelerated in the same machines. 

The centripetal force on a particle in a magnetic field (directed 

perpendicular to its path) is given by: 

F = B·e·v 

in which B = magnetic field intensity 

e = charge on the particle 

v = velocity of the particle. 

The path of a particle traveling at constant velocity in a ~niform 

magnetic field is a circle, and one may state that. the centrifugal 

force and the magnetic force are equal, so that g 

r 

or v = B ~ r 
m 
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in which r is the radius of the circular path. The period of revolutiom 

21'1 . 
"'-· ·e Bm 

. . 
. which is independent of the radius~ and ·(for a given field) depends 

only upon the charge to mass ratio of the particle •. Thus~ a given 

cyclotron with a frequemcy ot oscillation set to be in reso~ance 

for a certain e/m ratio should be able'· to a.ccelerate any ion of that 

ratio. 

·The Berkeley 60=inch cyclotron normally accelerate• ions with 

e 1 e 
-=-' 
m · .2 loli. 

where e ~s the electronic charge and ~the mass unit. Small variation 

in mass of the several ions ·~S compensated for by 'appropriate adjust ... 

ment of the magnetic fielAj B. The followipg ions have e/m • 1/2~ . 
+ ' 

and should be in resonanceg H21 ·~ H2\ He4+~ 9 L16~+\ Blo+++++, 

ci2++++++., Ni4+7 9 ()l6+Sj etc. ·. Currently)) the feasibility of using 

all of the above ions in ~ranamutation work is being studied» and 

the present research was initiated as a phase of that program. 

Since these ions WOUld emerge from the cyclotron with the same 

velocity~ ,their kinetic energies would be in the ratio of their 

masses. This can be seen, since fori ions in resonance 

·. v Ill 
2 if r 

"' 
VR "' 

2nR 
if 

where R • radius of the dee 

"' (constant) m. (for a given machine). . . ' 1 . . . . . . 

, 

.· 
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The 60-inch cyclotron produces deuterons of 19 Mev, so the follow-

ing energies would be available from these heavy ions: 

Li 6( +3) 57 Mev 

B10( +5) = 95 Mev 

cl2( +6) 114 Mev 

Nl4(+7) = 133 Mev 

016( +S) = 152 Mev. 

It should also be possible to keep certain sub-multiples of the 

above cha.rged ions in resonance. For example, an ion. having 1/3( e/m)std. ~ 
6 . 

such as Li ( + 1) j would travel at one-third the velocity of an ion with 

e/m = 1/2. Once in resonancej this ion would feel an attractive im~ 

pulse once in every third reversal of polarity of the oscillator; the 

rest of the time it would spend in the field-free region inside the 

dees. The Li 6( +1) would emerge with one-:third the velocityj or 

one-ninth •the energy of the Li6(+3) accelerated in the same machine. 

An ion of l/5(e/m)std. could'be accelerated in the 1/5 harmonic, 

but would attain only 1/25 the energy of its corresponding ion with 

e/m = 1/2. It should not be possible to utilize the even harmonicsj 

for any ion would be out of resonance after only half a revolution. 

Thusj if their charges could be maintained, one would also ex-

pect to find the following ions accelerated~ 

Li6(+1) '"' 6.3 Mev 

cl2c +2) .;,li.7Mev 

BlO(+l) 3.8 Mev 

. Nl4(+1) 2.7 Mev. 



? 
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Acceleration of such ions \teuld be feasible.11 though~ only in ·a 

cyciotron.whose dees are fairly close, and which is operating at a 

high dee voltage, ~o that on the first revolution the ion is alreaay 

circulating at a large enough radius to ensure that it will be 

effectively out of the r.f. fiel,d. Othe:rwisell the ions would be· 

immediately thrown out of phase. 
' ' 

. The first successful acceleration of heavi ions was recorded bY 

1' C. A, Tobias~ who used 002 as the source of ions in the 60-inch 
' ,, 

cyclotron~ He_ was able to identify high energy carbon ions in tl1e 

external beam in the presence of residual helium ions and protons 

by means of cloud chamber collis.ion photographs.11 and also by· the 
' ' 

height of the carbon pulses in an oscilloscope •. Because of the 

very small carbon ion current .obtained (around. 10=6 microamperes) 

he did not attempt to identif.y whether nuclear transmutations could 

actually be initiated by these carbon ions. 

At the start of this work.11 the external carbon ion beam was 

investigated in the same manna~ as that of Tobias~ and the similar 

conclusion was reached that the intensity of the beam was .far too 

low for meaningful transmutation .studies to be carried on. At bestj 

106 ions/secdnd were being collected, which corre~ponds to lo=6 

microamperes. 

Judging from the fact that the internal deuteron. or helium ion 
,\,.,_ 

beam current is :usually t~. to twentyfold greater than the cor~es= . 

pending exter~al. beamj)' one was na:t.uraily encouraged 'to hope 'for 
, ' j • •' • I 

similar enrichment of 'the carbon ion beam. Since ~t first no very 
' ' 

sensitive current measuring device was available for use with the 
' ' 

.. 
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·. internali beam:a radioa.ctivation was' selected as t~~ mean~ .of beam de~ 
tection" and this has oontinued ·to be the most reliable monitoro· 

\-

· Selection of Moni toxc 

The utilization of gold as a momtor f'c)r the OO!"bon ion beam was ' 
' ' 

prompted by the fOllowing consideraticms g 

· (a) .(C9xn): rEjac~ions on gold w~Uld lead to the production of 

·recently atudied2 ·neutron deficient isotopes ~t ·astatin® (·85.ii) 

whose identification could be effected by atml;rsia of thei:r 
, ' , . I 

halt-lives and alpha. particle energies a- Th~ particular' astatine 
. - ' 

isote>pes sought oould not be' formed by helium ions on bismuth 

impurities or by hel.i'i.un ions or deuterons on heavier elements.~·: 

(b) The ,fact that these iso:to~s are alpha radioactive would 

se:rve :to distinguish them even in the presence of' a great .ex= 

. cess of beta radioactivity' (prOducts of de~teron and helium ion 

. · · reactions·· on ·gold due to the large ·amounts of residual bea~ 

-.in the CJyclotron) il both by simple counting ·in' ·an alpha s~aleJr 
' • ' ' ' ' ' I . ' 

- an~ by ptilae_ heigjllt analysi$o3 
. l ' 

.·(~) The ph;rSi~al properties~ ·or gold seemed· t6 ·be well suited 

for. use as a monirol!"g it is readily a.va.ilable in' the .form of 

very thin,f'o.ils,9 it is ductil~~ f'a.irlybigh melting. (10Q0°C),.Il 
. ., . ,. . I . . 

·and is obtidnable in very high purity • 

. (~) -~~· has Oluy one atabl:~ ·~sotopeg' ?~u~-97.\) pxoesent~ng 'an 
' ' 

.ideal situation to~ beam monitoring and.'f'Oll" excl.tatio~ fun~tion 

-~ , . . . 
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Several trial bombardments of gold'·using the internal carbon beam 

had yielded a fair amount of alpha activity, which was identified as 

being due to astatine.4 With this encouragement, gold was 'selected 

as the monitor, and studies were begun on the Au(C,xn)At reactions. 

Experimental Technique 

' . . . ' . 

It had been found by tracer experiments that astatine can be 

quickly and quantitatively separated fro~ gpld (with which it had 

been coprecipitated by so2 reduction of the gold) by heating the' 

gold to melting in a quartz cup and collecting the volatilized astatine 

. on the tip of a cold "finger" .suspended in the cup. Melting the gpld 

.. ' 

' 
was sufficient but not necessary for this separation~ because.the 

coprecipitated astatine tracer could also be volatilized out of'the 

solid at c·onsiderably lower temperatures. However, the rate of 

this alternate process was much slower and quite temperature sensi

tive, -for it is essentially a process of diffusion or'· a g~s through 

a solid. Thus the yields of astatine recovered' ih ·t.he latt.e:r:- .pro

cedure were quite variable, depending upon the length of time and 

the temperature of heating.· ~esults of a typical experiment are 

given t6 illustrate the variation of yield .with temperature at con• 

stant length of heating • 

. Condition of Quartz 

. first sign of . redness 

·dull recfuess 

bright redness 

dull white 

melting point or. gold 

Percent Activity Collected 

6 

36 

56 

61 

.. 100' 

.. 

I 
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On the other hand$ when the gold was melted~ the yield of astatine 
. ' . . 

out of the liquid was always virtually quantitative~ even if the burner 

was removed from the gold immediately after melting took place; thus. 

this latter procedure was followed in all subsequent experimentso 

The apparatus used in these experiments was a modification of a 

stainless steel.distiller which had been us~d2 to separate astatine 

from bismuth. targetso The bismuth had been melted by heating with a 

blast lamp$ and the volatilized astatine collected on a platinum disk 

suspended in a cold 10finger11 about half an inch above the bismutho 

Stainless steel would not be suitable for use with molten goldi 

so a quartz bottom section was designed to clip on to the existing 

condensero· A diagram of this boiler is shown in Figure lo 

The resonance position of the carbon beam was estimated from the 

fact that 

so the first few bombardments were made with a magnetic field very 

close to that for the helium ion resonanceo These resulted in ample 

205 . 203 alpha activity for identification~ At and At were shoWn to be 

present by alpha pulse analysis~ thus establishing that the follow= 

ing reactions had taken place: 

Au197(Ci4n)At205 

Au19~(Cj)6n)At2030 

No other alpha activities were observed in comparable yieldo It 

should be notedi howeverj) that At204 and At206 would probably have 
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Fig. 1 
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been missed in the above analysis because of t·heir low alpha branching 

ratios, and At201 or At202 'because of their short half-lives; there is· 

no doubt that other reactions than the (C,4n) and (C,6n) occurred. 

The growth of a small amount of Po204 alpha activity into the sample 

was taken as evidence fo~ the (C, 5n) reaction, also· . 

The astatine fractions also were extremely beta radioactive; this 

high electron background made accurate alpha pulse analysis very diffi-

cult. One suspected immediately that the excess . of Geiger counter 

detectable activity in the volatilized fraction was due to the presence 

of thallium isotopes produced from (a,:xn) reactions on the gold. This 

was verified in the following way: The activity was leached off the 

platinum counting disk, and was shown to carry almost completely upon 

a pr~cipitate of thallous iodide. The activity so carried showed two 

. distinct periods of approximately 2 hours and 7 hours; it was therefore . 
concluded that 1.8 hour n 198 and 7 hour Tl199 had been produced in 

high yield by (a,_?n) and. (a, 2n) reaction!S on the gold. 

The Anomalous Carbon Io~;! _!iesonance; Cyclotron ParaJ!!~ters 

It was noted in several bombardments that the amount of helium 

ion contamination in the carbon ion beam, radioassayed with gold as 

above, was not constant, out seemed to depend somewhat on the magnetic 

field strength. Some effect in this direction might have been anti

cipated from the fact that the' e/m of c12(+6) is 0.07 percent less 

than that of H.e4(+2), but b~cause the ~~lf-widths of the resonance 

peaks are so much broader than such a spacing, it should not have 

been possible to note so significant a resolution. This being the 
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case~ the procedure in locating the internal carbon beam had been to 

adjust the magnet current regulator a certain .prescribed amount lower 

than the position at which the external helium ion beam was located 

(the latter determination is a daily routine of the cyclotron opera

tors). When this method failed to give reproducible results~ several 

careful experiments were done in which the beam current was studied 

as a function of various adjustable cyclotron. parameters~ as: . 

(a) Horizontal and vertical position of target probe 

(b) Radial distance of probe from ion source 

(c) ~osition of ion source 

(d) Oscillator power 

(e) Tank pressure 

(f) Magnet current. 

The Aul97(C 1 4n)At205 and Aul97(C 9 6n)At203 reactions were again 
I 

· used to monitor the relative beam current. It .was found that of 

the above parameters~ only the variation of the magnet current proved 

criticalj and this surprisingly so. The peak of the carbon ion reso-

nance was observed at a magnet current position which was Ll percent 

lower than the helium ion resonance; this ~s fifteen times the ex= 

pected shift as calculated from the ratios of the e/m. The experi-

mental results are shown in Figure 2. 

Perhaps the most interesting consequence of this experiment was 

·the discovery of what was called the 11burn-out resonance"- an intense 

beam of particles of very short range which actually melted the gold 

target foils. This "burn..:...out11 beam has been very reproducible~ always 

occurring at a magnet current N0.2 percent lower than the carbon 
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resonance. The range of these particles corresponded roughly to carbon 

ions with E ~ 30 Mev, and was much too short to be attributed to a beam 

of deuterons, protons, or helium ions. 

The latter point was further ruled out by the acceleration of 
·. . ' 

c13( +6), using co2 enriched in that isotope and employing a higher 

(13/12) field strength to compensate for the lower e/m of c13. These 

conditions are far off resonance for deuterons, protons, or heiium 

ions, and yet the intense but useless beam was again found at the 

.same place relative to the c13( +6) beam. Because of their low energy, 

these particles caonot penetrate the nuclear coulombic potential 

barrier, so no transmutations have been observed which. could be cor-.. 
. related with them. The intensity of this beam has been verified 

visually by its intense heating effect on the target foils (which are 

not heated to incandescence by the C(+6) beam) and by actual current 

measurements, indicating currents of the order of 1-100 microamperes. 

From these and other observations, it has been concluded that this 

beam is composed of C(+2) ions of approxi.IDa.tely 12 Mev energy which 

are .accelerated in the 1/3 harmonic. 

A discussion of the theories of beam formation will be given in 

a later section after the results of some more recent experiments 

have been described. 

An attempt was made to evaluate a mean energy of the internal 

carbon (+6) ion beam. at full radius by taking a rough absorption 

curve in tantalum. Although lack of i:,hin foils at the time made it 

impossible to carry the curve into the lower energy region, the 

results were definite enough to establish that the most ·probable energy 1 
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is far below 114 Mev~ as calculated from the cyclotron constants~ and 

is in reBlity somewhere between 75 and S5 Mev. These data are shown 

in Figure 3o This unexpectedly low value was in contrast to the range 

measurement (in aluminum) of the external carbon ion beam by J o F o 

Miller~ Which indicated that the energy of the external beam is close 

to the calculated value of 114 Mev o 

A sensitive current measuring probe 3 designed by Ao Ghiorso 3 was 

used in conjunction with a vibrating reed electrometer to measure the 

beam current directly~ An average value of the c12(+6) current over 

the period of most of these experiments was about 10=S ampereso 

Recalling that the intensity of the external beam is-usually approxi~ 

mately 10=12 amperes~ one sees that the ratio of internal/external 

beam current is of the order of 104 ~ in crontrast to a ratio of 10 to 20 

found with standard bombarding particleso However~ in view of the 

energy measurements this ratio is understandable 3 because the ex~ 

ternally deflected beam will-pass only ions of the ){p corresponding 

to nfull~1 energy~ and these are seen from the range curve to consti-
., ' 

tute only a very small 1'tai111 of the distribution curve~ which is 

. probably a very broad Gaussian o 
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II. EXCITATION FUNCTION EXPERIMENTS ON THE (C~4n) 
AND ( C ~ 6n) REACTIONS 

An insight into the mechani'sms of nuclear processes can often be 

gained by studying the energy dependence of reaction probabilities$ 

and by correlating this dependence with predictions based on current 

nuclear models. Besides shedding light on the validity' of the 

models~ such a study also provides sound basis for confidence in 

·planning future experiments in which these reactions may be utilized. 

It is at once recognized that at the present stage of the heavy 

ion programj .the uncertainty in experimental parameters will render 

a precise interpretation of excitation curves quite difficult. 

Nonetheless~ such studies have been begun on the two reactions which 

have proved most accessible; th.e (C 9 4n) and (C~6n) reactions on gold. 

The stacked foil technique was used in making these bombardmentsj 

·each foil havirig a thickness of 0.2 miL Separation of the astatine 

activity from the bulk of the gold \~s done by the method described 

earlier. Identification of the At203 and At205 was ~de both by 

alpha pulse analyses and by direct half-life measurements with an 

alpha counter. 

In order to facilitate the interpretation of these excitation 

experiments~ a group of range=energy curves for carbon ions has 

been prepared by conversion of known data5 for ·other ions of the 

same e/m ratio~ using the following approximate rule~ A cl2(+6) has 

1/N the range of particle X of 1/N the energy, 

mass of c12 
where N = ~ = 

mass of X 
[:
6
3 for alpha particles} 

U for deuterons . 
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This rule may also be stated as~ A c12(+6) has N2 the rate of 

energy loss of particl~ X of 1/N the energy. These curves are given 
• 

in Figures 4~ 5~ and 6. 

The results of two 5 minute bombardments are given in the follow-

ing sununary: 

Bombardment A Bombardment B Average 

Activity in 4.6 x 104 c/m l.lS x 104 c/m 
first foil 

Activity in 1 1 1 
first foil 
normalized 

Activity in Oo913 0.4S3 0.69S 
second foil 
normalized 

Activity in 0.139 0.313 0.226 
third foil 
normalized 

Activity in. · 0.040 0.040 
fourth foil 
normalized 

Activity in 0.013 0.013 
fifth foil 
normalized 
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Aul97 ( C 6n) 1'-t 203 
79 y 8 

Bombardment A Bombardment-B Average 

Activity in 1.5 x 105 c/m 3.4 x 104 c/m 
first foil 

Activity in 1 1 1 
first foil. 
normalized / 

Activity in 0.246 0.165 0.205 
second foil 
normalized 

Activity in 0.043 0.062 0.052 
third foil 
normalized 

These data are shown graphically in Figure ?Y from which the 

qualitative conclusion is drawn that at the highest energies, the 

yield of the (Cy4n) reaction is approaching its maximum valuey while 

the (Cy6n) yield is still increasing. 

In order to consider the excitation energies responsible for 

these reactionsy an average energy- of the beam must be specified. 

From Figu~e 3Y a very approximate value of 80 Mev has been selected; 

because of the unusually wid~ energy distribution encountered with 

the carbon ion beam~ the error introduced at this point is probably 

serious. 

Computing the energy loss in each 0.2 mil foily the data are 

tabulated as a function of energy. 

.. 



.. 
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Foil Average Yield Yield 
Number Carbon (C,4n) (C,6n) 

Energy 

1 71-EW 1 1 

2 62-71 Oo7 0.2 

3 52-62 0.2 0.05 

Carbon ions of energy less than 55=60 Mev should not contribute 

appreciably, since the,y do not have enough energy to overcome the 

potential barrier, which is given by~ 

v 
0 

- 58 + 0.057 E1 (Mev) 

The fact that appreciable yields of the (C?4n) reaction are 

found in the fourth and fifth foils cannot be explained on the basis 

of barrier penetration, .which will be shown to be quite unimportant • 
. . 

Reactions in these foils must have been caused by the smaller number 

of particles which constitutes the high energy 11tail 11 of the energy 

distribution. An ion of lfO~~~~' for example, Will still have 

approximately 70 Mev When entering the fifth foil. 
(n~,8) 1o Bb~sii evijs!s~ 

Consi:der th!io@xai>ta::hibdirl:)ea@.rbt6s;Wehr115y a carbon ion of 80 Mev 

to a gold nucleus. First, the available kinetic energy in the center 

.\< 
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of mass system vrl.ll be 197/209 x SO ; 76 Hev. The bindjng energy of 

c12 to Aul97 is approxiraately -22 Mev, as can be seen from the follow-

ing scheme: 

At209 ----i:> Bi205 + a. + 5.8 Mev 

Bi205 :> Tl201 + a. + 4.6 Mev (estimated) 6 

Tl201 ;;:.. Au197 + a. + 4.1 Mev (estimated) 

:. Au197 + cl2 -~~ At209 = 22 ~1ev 

Therefore, the excitation energy will be :;: (76-22) ~ 54 Mev. 

One can use the statistical treatment of·Weisskopf7 to estimate 

the most probable number of neutrons emitted from a nucleus of At209 

excited to 54 Mev. 

Considering the nucleus as a degenerate Fermi gas of neutrons 

and protons, the total energy of excitation (measured above the 

T = 0 level) is given by: 

E =· a(kT)2 + b(kT)4 + 

The second term is generally neglected. The constant, a, cart be 

evaluated from experimental data on nuclear level densities, and is 

given, for A > 60: 

a = 0.84(A-40)1/ 2 
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For At209~ at an excitation of 54 Mev~ 

kT - ~ 54 
' - 0.84(169)1/2 

kT = 2.2 Mev 

The treatment further develops that the neutrons are emitted with 

greatest probability around an energy kT.- So we may now estimate 

the most probable number of neutrons emitted by the compound nucleus 

At209~ assuming an average binding energy for the last neutron as 

8 Mev. 

--~-_ .. __________ ., _____ _ ____ .. ____ -----·--~- .. -~ .. --=--·-----
Nucleus Eexcitation KE~eutron 

(Mev) (Mev) 

At209 54'}/i.:. 2.2 

At208 43.8 2.0 

At207 33.8 ( 1.7 

At206 22.1 1.4 

At205 10.7 1.0 

At204 'l 1.7 

This approximate analysis shows~ at least~ that reactions of 

the order of (C~5n) should be exhibiting their peak yields under the 

conditions of the gold bombardments. Such an interpretation would 

predict that the (C~4n) curve should be bending over at this point~ 

while that for the (Cj6n) should still be rising. This is the 

situation which is observed experimentally. 
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Some "average" energy has been assumed for the above considera-

tions, perhaps the only justification being simplicity of calculation. 
~· 

But one must add to this the complication resulting from the broad 

energy spread of the carbon beam. Since the ( C, 6n) reaction requires 

more exc'itation than the (C,4n), it is reasonable to assume that in 

the second and third foils, an increasing fraction of the (C,6n) 

processes would have to be initiated by high energy carbons from 

the tail of the distribution curve. This· in itself \oJOuld serve to 

decrease the ratio of (C,6n)/(C,4n) in the inner foils. 

Leakage of Carbon Ions Through Potential Barrier, where E<V0 

It can be shown that the quantum mechanical phenomenon of 

barrier,tunneling is far less important in the case of carbon ions 

than with other cyclotron accelerated particles; the heavier a body 

becomes, the closer it approaches classical 'behavior. 

Consider first a pne dimensional rectangula'r barrier. 8 

One represents the beam of incident particles as a plane wave, 

traveling to the right' so that: 

t/Jinc. 
ikx - a.e 

where k = B == \ fM." 
1i ' ~ -n2 



and the reflected wave is~ 

o/ref. 
-ikX 

= ~e . 

The transmitted wave is: 

Inside the barrier, the wave function becomes 

The transparency ofthe barrier is defined as 

T =.transmitted intensity·= 1¢"rrr 1

2 

incident intensity .. 1·qJ inc.l2 

The constants are determined by making use of the usual continuity 

conditions across the two boundaries. The transparency is found 

to beg 

T 

The order of magnitude of the transparency of a barrier of 

another shape can be obtained by finding the average height and 

treating as a rectangular barrier. 



.. 
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Thenj for a Coulomb barrier: 

I , 

V(r) ----

0 b r->, 

R 

b ' 

-2 J \1~ (V -E) 
R V1'i2 ° =G T = e · dr ='e 

·• ' 

= 

The integration gives: 

G = [ -i\r;- \~]· 
cos l~ - v b ~ b2. ' 



The penetra~ion curve r'or carbon ions on gold has been c~lculated, 

using: 

R .1.5 X 10-13 [1971/3 + 1l/3] 

= L2 x 10=1 2 em 

at r 

b 

= bj E = V 
0 

2 z
1
z

2
e 

E 

FigureS illustrates the extent of leakage-for carbon ions on 

gold. For comparisony a similar curve has been included showing 

proton leakage,through the potential barrier of uranium, which is 

quite appreciable. 

The above calculationj when considered in the light of a three 
I 

dimensional barrier, refers only to those particles which approach 

the target head-on, (S-wave collision). When there is relative 

angular momentum between the two nuclei, the effective .barrier is 

increased by the "centrifugal potential 11 term; the result of this 

additional force is to decrease the barrier penetration even further 

for those particles which hit off center. A further result is that 

even at E = V
0

, only those particles which approach head-on will 

penetrate to the range of nuclear forces; others are scattered;off 

because of the higher barrier. Classicallyj this is equivalent 

to a Rutherford (coulomb) scattering process, which will keep the 

effective cross section of the target less than nR2, approaching 

this value. at the limit of very high energies. Such an argument 

is in agreement with the sharp rise of experimental yield curves 
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H1 ON URANIUM 

C12 0N GOLD 

MU 213 0 119c 

Fig. B 

Leakage of Carbon Ions Through Potential Barrier 
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for reactions which are limited by a barrier· higher than the energetic 

threshoidj such as the (C~4n) and (C~6n) reactionso Co'l,llomb scatter-

ing will be discussed further in a future sectiono 

Estimate of the (C,4n) and (C 26n) Cross Sections 

The following estimate is made on the basis of the amount of · 

. astatine produced in the. first gold· foil during two average 5 minute 

bombardmentso It is admittedly rough~ but as good as can be done at· 

the present time. 

The experimental data are summarized belowg 

Yield (a c/m) · Yield (a c/m) Average Ion Thickness Length of 
of 'At205 of At203 Current of Foii ·Bombardment 

T1/ 2 = ,26 min T1; 2 = 7 min (amper'es) . (a.tonis/cm2) (minutes) 
;,. . ·! 1,' • < • ' • 

4o5 x io4 L5 X 10 5 10=8 4 X 1019 . 5·· 

1,2 X 194 '3o3 X 104 lo=8 4 X 1ol9 '15 .; 

(C 2 4n} CrossSection.~- The average yield of At2052 correcting . 

for geometry of the alpha counter~ was, apPr?xinlately 5 x.lo4 alpha 

I disintegrations per minuteo At205 is a mi~lide' whlch 'decays predomi= 

, ·_naritly by electron capture, but the exact branching ratio has not yet 
·,I ' 

been determiried 2 so it is difficult to conver't alpha disintegrations 

into total decay rate. An extrapolation may be made 2 however2 on 

the basis of the known syste~tics of alpha decay, 6 These data would 

predict an alpha half-life of the order of,.:thre~ hours· for At205, 
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which would establish its alpha branching ratio as 26/180: 15 percent. 

Using this figure$ we may calculate a cross section from the relation: 

N(t) = I n a t 

where N = total number of atoms produced (neglecting decay 

during bombardment) = ...£!L 
dt/"A 

. 8 10 . . 
I = flux = 10= amperes = 10 carbon ions/second 

n = number of target nuclei = '45x· lif9' nuclei/cm2 

,a = cross section 

t = length of bombardment = 300 seconds 

5 X 104 
therefore a = .«-....;~;;..;;.__ 

0.15 

.. ::::: O.I barn 

26 1 1 0 _L 
0. 693 • 1ol0 o 4 X 1019 300 

(C~6n) Cross Section.-- An average of 9 x 104 alpha disintegra

tions p~r minute of At203 was produced in these irradiations. Simi

larly9 e~timating an alpha half-life for At2°3 to be roughly 30 

minutes, the branching ratio.becomes: 7/30: 20 percent. Because 

of the short half-life of At203, we u~e the following relation: 

N(t) = Incr (l=e- "At) • 
"A 



In. this case~ 

:. a E 2 
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·a= 2 A. N(t) 
In 

= 
2 ~ (t) 

In 

1 

1olO x 60 
1 

The absolute magnitude of these figures is~ of course~ no more 

precise than the parameters involved in computing them; the act:ual 

beam current may have been different from the figure given by a 

factor of three or four~ so these· cross sections must be accepted 

accordingly. 

The relative magnitude of the cross sections should be more 

re~iable, for the validity. of this ratio depends mainly upon the 

predictions of alpha decay systematics~ which in the past have proved 

surprisingly accurate, One notices that this ratio is in agreemen-t 

with th?-t which l.'IOUld have been predicted from the shape· of the 

excitation curves~ since the (C~4n) reaction seems to be near its 
' I, ' 

maximum value~ while the slope of the (C~6n) yield curve is still 

quite steep at this point, 

•, 
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Because of the wide spread in carbon ion energies, it would be 
c_;:i!IOI T10Ff.RA:) h'"TTiii WJIHAHU ':.f() HOI22I'ii :B:HT , III . 

more precise to express the observed cross sections as: 

noler~Yt edj 1o eq.srie efi;J 2i: Jrlgb: mm c;.fl n:C Jc;s'le.tn:J: ':to oc;lA 

, h;u..ro't ad "{;.Sm E'.ce:::o'1q nola~>l'l 
\ 
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III. THE FISSION OF URANIUM WITH CARBON IONS 
· .. - '," ··, .• 

A great stimulus toward the study of carbon ion reactions has 

been the hope. that the synthesis of transcalifornium elements will . . . 
l:>e made possible by such reactions as: 

Accordingly~ a knowledge of the (C~xn) cross sections in the 

region of uranium would be of great help in the design of future 

. experiments with heavy element p,roduction in mind. Of comparable 

interest is the fission cross section of uranium for carbon ions, 

since. the competition of the fission process with (C»xn) reactions 

in the region Z = 94 is likely to be serious, or even prohibitive. 

Also of interest in its own right is the shape of the fission 

yield curve; from this datum same clue to the mechanism of the 

fission process may be found. 

Several bombardments of uranium with carbon ions have been made, 

in which the production of cr246 and Cf244 has been verified, repre

senting the (C,4n) and (C,6n) reactions.9 From an aliquot of the 

original target solution of one of these bombardments, an analysis 

was made for radioactivities of silver, strontium, and barium. The 

chemical separations proceeded as follows: 

.. 
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A. (1) To the target solution~ 10 mg of standardized silver carrier, 

and 20 mg of standardized barium and strontium carriers (as ' 

nitrates) were added. 

(2) Fifteen ml fuming nitric acid was added, and the solution 

· cooled for several minutes while stirring. 

(3) Precipitate was centrifuged~ and supernatant (Ag+) set aside. 

B. Precipitates of Ba(N03) 2 and Sr(No3) 2 from A. 

(1) Precipitates were dissolved in 2 .ml H20. 

(2) Ba(N03) 2 and Sr(No
3

)2 reprecipitated with 15 ml fuming HNo3 ~ 

centrifuged. 

(3) Precipitates again dissolved in 5-10 ml H20. 

(4) Five mg Fe+++ carrier was added~ and Fe(OH)
3 

precipitated 

by addition of 2 ml NH40H. Precipitate was centrifuged 

and discarded. 

C. ~upernatant solution from B. 

(1) Neutralized with 6 ~ HN0
3

• 

(2) One ml, 6 !1 HAc and 2 ml 6 !1 NH4Ac were added~ and the 

solution heated nearly to boiling. 

(3) One ml 1.5 ~ Na2cro4 added dropwise with stirring, 

·and solution allowed to stand for several minutes., 

(4) Precipitate was centrifuged, and supernate (Sr++) set 

aside. 

D. BaCr0
4 

precipitate from C. 

(1) Precipitate was washed with 10 ml hot H20, then dissolved 

in 1-2 ml 6 M HCl • 
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(2) Fifteen ml HCl =·ether reagent was added, and the mixture 

stirred for several minutes. 

(3) Precipit~te of BaC12 centrifugedj and the supernate .discarded:;":_ 

(4~,BaC12 was dissolved in 1 ml H20, and reprecipttated as in (2). 

(5) The precipitate was transferred to a weighed aluminum disk 

with 4% HCl in alcohol. 

(6) Precipitate was washed thrice with ether, and dried in a 

vacuum desiccator. 

(7) Precipitate was weighed as BaC12 • H20. 

E. Supernate (Sf-++):fro~·C.''~ 

(1) Two.ml concentrated NH40H added, and solution heated nearly 

to boiling. 

(2) Five ml saturated (NH4) 2c2o4 
added slowly with stirring. 

(3) Mixture stirred for several minutes, then centrifuged. 

(4) Precipitate was washed thrice with 5 ml dilute hot NH40H, 

likewise with 5 ml 95% alcohol, and 5 ml ether. 
I 

(5) Precipitate transferred·toweighed aluminum dish 9 and dried 

in a vacuum de-siccator. 

(6) Precipitate was weighed as Src2o4 • H20. 

F. Supernate' (Ag~r) .f'rom· A. 

(1) Solution was boiled, then diluted to 5=6 ~ HN03 . 

(2) AgCl was precipitated by the addition of 1 ml 0.5 ~ HCl. 

The precipitate was coagulated by boiling with a microburner. 

(3) Supernate was discarded. 

(4) The AgCl w,a.s washed twice with 10 ml 1 ~ HN03 containing a 

drop of 2 N HCl. 

•, 
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(5)AgCl was ~issolved in 2 ml 6 rf NH40Hj and the solution diluted 

to 10 ml. 

+++ . 
(6) Appr~ximately 2 mg Fe was addedj and the ·Fe(OH)3 precipitate 

was ce.nt_rifuged and discarded. 

(7)-The Fe(dH)3 scavenge was repeated as in (6). 

(S) Supernate··.· from (7) was saturat_ed with HzS in the cold. 

(9) Precipitate of Ag2S was washedj then dissolved in 2 ml 
. . 

concentrated HN03. 

(l.O) )Solution boiled.9 then dilut.ed to approximately 4 !· 

(11) AgCl precipitated by the addition of 1 ml 0.5! HClg and 

washed as .in (4). 

(12) AgCl dissolved as in (5) and solution diluted to 10 ml. 

(13) Scavenge.twioe with Fe-o-++ as in (6) and (7). 

(1.4) AgzS precipitated again as in (S). 

(15) Precipitate. dissolved in l ml ~ncentr~ted HN03, and the 

solution boiled •. 

(16) Solution diluted to 6 ml. 

(17) One mg Fe+++ added, and solution made basic with NH40H! and 

the Fe(OH)3 discarded. 

(lS) Solution acidified to appro~tely 2 !with ~No3 , and 2 drops 

-· 6! HCl added. 

(19) 'Miiture'·'Ws,s boiled to coagulate the AgCl. 

(20) AgCl centrifuged.9 washed thrice .with 5 ml. o.; ! HNo3, same 

with ; ml alcohol, transferred to weighed aluminum diako 
. . :, ' 

. . 0 . 
(21) Precipitate was dried for +O minutes at 110 c, and weighed 

as AgCl. 
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The following activities were found: 

-.. -· ··- ·--~ .... 4 

Fraction Nuclide Half-life Yield Yield 
(dis/min) (atoms) 

Silver Agll2 + Agll3 "'4 hours 5 X 104 ,.,107 

Aglll 7 days 160 2.2 X 106 

Strontiwn Sr91 9.7 hours 900 7.6 X 105 

srB9? long <20 

Bariwn Bal40 12.8 days 42 1.1 X 106 

The approximately 4 hour decay period observed in the silver 

fraction undoubtedly represents an unresolved mixture of 3.2 hour 

Agll2 and 5.3 hour Ag113, so we shall assume that approximately equal 

amounts of each were formed. Figure 9 shows the observed yields. 

· The data accumulated in this experiment are neither nlL'llerous 

nor reliable enough to allow one to draw any definite conclusions 

as to the shape of the fission product distribution. However, it 

is of interest to consider how the various possibilities ·would ·Cor-

relate with existing pictures of the fission process. 

On the basis of the liquid drop model of Bohr and Wheeier, and 

Frenkel, it has beeri possible to estimate the activation energies 

necessary to reach the ttcri tical shape" for fission.10 This activa

tion energy is given in terms of the function z2/A. From this 

11fissionability parameter11 it is found that for nuclides such as 

u235 and Pu239, where z2/A: 36,·the activation energy is less-than 

the binding energy of a neutron; thus these nuclei will fission with 

~ 
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slow neutrons. Associated with slow neutron fission, but as yet 

unjustified theoretically, is the familiar double-hw~ped fission 

product distribution curve with its valley centered at about half 

the mass of the parent nucleus. 

Nuclei whose activation barriers are higher than the binding 

energy of a neutron can still be caused to fission, if the requisite 

energy is supplied as kinetic energy of the bombarding particle. 

However7 the process of fission will now have to compete with emis-

sian of heavy particles, as well as with gamma emission. In the 

case of such "fast" fission, distribution curves have been observed 

from the extreme of a single humped (symmetrical) curve in the case 

of bismuth fission11 to a shallow double-humped curve for uranium.12 

In their study of the fission of bismuth with high energy deu

terons, Goeckermann and Perlman11 point out that the fission seems 

to occur most probably from the parent nucleus Po199 or Po200, only 

after about 10 neutrons have evaporated from the original compound 

nucleus. At this point z2/A: 36, and the activation energy· is 

approximately equal to 6 Mev. Thus, it seems that the activation 

energy necessary for fission must be less than or equal to the 

neutron binding energy before fission will compete with neutron 

emission. 

If this reasoning may be extended to another case, one would 

predict that the fission of gold with 80 Mev carbon ions will occupy 

a very small portion of the total cross section; for in the reaction · 

-__ A 197 c12 
7'1_u + 6 --:> [es"t209]* ,. fission products 

~(C,xn) reactions 
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at least seven neutrons would have to be boiled off before t.he point 

is reached where fission would compete with neutron emission; and 

we saw above that at 80 Mevs a (Cs8n) reaction should not be too likely. · 

Perhaps entropy considerations may help one understand why 

fission does not compete with neu~ron emission until the barrier energy 

is of the order of the neutron binding energy, If the excitation 

energy for fission is higher~ then the fission fragments must take 

off a greater am.ount of kinet,ic energy than a neutron~ which will 

on the average escape with only kT of kinetic energyo Thus, the 

residual nucleus from fission will be left in a state of lower energy~ 

that is, a state of lower level density and lower entropy. Here, 

neutron emission will predominateo But 9 when the fission barrier 

is of the order of the neutron binding energy 9 then the entropy 

effects are more or less the same for both processes, and fission 

competes with neutron emissiono This occurs when z2/A --""""::> 36. 

In the bombardment of uranium with carbon ions 9 the compound 

250 2! nucleus is 98cf 9 for which Z ;A ~ 38o The fission activation 

energy for nuclei of this z2/A is given by Frankel and Metropolis10 

as ~ 3 Mev 9 considerably less than th~ neutron binding energy. One 

is then led to the expectation that in this instance 9 fission will 

be the predominant ·mode of energy· dissipationo Neutron emission 

will be unlikely from the compound nucleus; of course 9 the fission 

fragments will be formed in a state of high excitation, perhaps 

high enough to evaporate quite a few nucleonsc This predominance 

of fission may make it difficult.to prepare sufficient quantities 

of t ranscalif ornium elements by carbon ion bombardments 9 because 
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of the neutron deficiency of _the product nucl~i9 which leads to high 

values of z2/Ao For instance 9 in the reaction 

' *" . Pu239 ~ cl2 --:> £100251J --:> xn + 100(251-x) 
94 6 ' 

l.'jl..; 

the value of z2/A for the comp9und nucleus is 39,8ll indicating a fission 

barrier of only 2 Mev, 

Even though the hyp,othetical fission of Cf249 with slow neutrons 

would undoubtedly show a double humped fission product distribution 

curve 9 it would be much more likely in the case of the splitting up 

'·Of Cf25° formed with carbon ions on uranium to find a symmetric 

distribution9 or at most only a small valley; the high potential 

barrier ( .... 60 Mev) prevents the formation of the compound nucleus 

at low excitation~ so presumably those nuclides undergoing fission 

at high excitation will follow the mechanism usually postulated for 

fast fission~ resulting in a s,rmmetric distributionll and an unchanged 

Z/A ratio in the fission fragments, 

A thorough study of ·the characteristics of carbon ion induced 

fission would be very desirablell as soon as the experimental limi-

tations are reduced sufficiently so that quantitative work becomes 

feasible, 

Calculation of Fission Cross Section 

An estimate of the fission cross section of uranium for carbon 

ions (60 < E < 90 Mevj' may be estimtedo Making the rough guess of 

a 3 percent fission yield for the nuclide Agll2ll one has~ 



N 
(J = --. Int 

where N;:: 3 x 108 atoms 

I - lo-8 amperes = 1ol0 ioris /second ... 

n = 6 x lol9 a~oms/cm~ 

t = 2 hours = 7200 seconds 

This figure seems to be rather low~ in view of the conclusion 

reached above that fission should be the prirnar,r reaction. However, 

one must take note of the fact that coulomb scattering will play a 

significant role in reducing the effective total cross section~ 

when the interaction is between a heavy element and so highly charged 

a projectile as a carbon nucleus. This c~ be shown by the following 

approximate calculation based on classica:t.,.Rutherford scattering 

.formulae, 

A = target nucleus 

.q =distance of closest approach 

b = impact par~eter 
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The Rutherford scattering formulae areg 

Q = b cot e/2 · 

b=Ktana 
Z Z e2 

where K = · 1 2 
2E 

= .!L v 
2E 0 

In order for reaction to occur~ the particles must approach each 

other within the range of their forceso We will approximate this 

condition by setting q ~ Rf = Ru + rc9 the sum o~ the nuclear radii 

of target and projectile, Eliminating a from these two equations~ 

one hasg 

b 2 2 = q _. 2Kq 

= Rf2 ~ 2KRf 

2 ( Vo) 
= Rr 1 .~ E where V

0 
< E 

The effective cross section will be nb2. 

· For an average energy of "'80 Mev 

= <Ygeom 
4 

: 1 barn 

'!. 
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This figure is still high. However~ if the potential barrier1 

V0 ~ should be higher than that estimated1 the energy of the beam 

might fall below V 0 in the latter part of the foil. This would reduce 

n (effective) below 6 x 1019 atoms/cm2, and would further raise the 

calculated value for the observed cross section. 

It is interesting to note that the yield of Cf244 obtained by 

Thompson, Street, and Ghiorso in this bombardment corresponds to a 

cross section for the (Cj6n) reaction which is smaller than the 

fission cross section by at least a factor of 104. This ratio is 

in agreement with the general argument presented in this section. 

•:Y 
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IV o PRODUCTION OF BROKI:NE ISOTOPES FROM COPPER 

One of the more practical applications of high energy carbon ion 

beams is their utilization in the production of neutron deficient 

radionuclides o In t~e center portion of the periodic systemJ ·one must 

add an average of lo 7 neutrons for every proton to follow the line 

of stability; whereas in a typical carbon ion reaction (eogo~, CJ4n) 

only 0,3 neutron is added per protono In short~ this is one ·of the 

best methods of adding protons to a nucleus, 

The study of bromine isotopes produced from bombardment of 

copper was advantageous~ since the chemistry involved is simple and 

the target rna terial is readily available in high purity and in foils 

of any desired thickness. Bombardments of thin copper foils with 

the carbon beam have resulted in the production of two light isotopes 

of bromine~ one of which had previously been reportedol3 

A chart of the isotope section under consideration is shown in 

Figure 10, 

The chemical procedu~e which has beeri used to isolate the 

bromine fraction is as follows: 

l, The copper foil was placed into a distilling flask~ and 10 mg 

each of arsenic~ selenium~ and bromine carriers addedo 

2, Several ml concentrated HCl was added~ and the flask closed, 

3 o 30% H20 2 l-Ias. added dropwise to the flask (via a buil t=in 

funnel stopcock arrangement;) while heating. 

4o The Br2 was swept over into a CG14 =' H20 trap by a slow air 

streamo 

·~. 
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r 

Fig. 10 

., 
Isotopic Chart of Bromine Region 
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5. The H20 and CC14 layers were shaken, and then separated. 

6. The Br2 was reduced out of the CC14 layer with NaHso
3 

into 

~· few ml H20. 

7. A few drops of Ag+ carrier were added, to precipitate the Br-. 

A typical decay curve of the bromine fraction is shown in Figure 11. 

This curve represents the results from a 10 minute bombardment. All 

experiments gave ver,y similar decay curves, except for small varia-

tions in the ratios of the two components, due to differences in 

length of bombardment. The half-lives of the two activities, clearly 

resolved~ have been determined as 35 :! 5 minutes and 95 ! 5 minutes. 

, The 95 minute activity is in all likelihood the same isotope of 

bromine ~hich was reported by Pool et al.13 as 1.7 hour Br75, produced 

from the (p,Y) reaction on selenium'enriched in se74. From Poolus 

data, it is fairly certain that this isotope is either Br74 or Br75, 

but hi~ assignment of the activity to the latter does not seem to be 

definitive. He states, "In the decay curve of activity from Se 74 + p 

bombar~~ent, a 125 ! 5 day half-life appeared which was presumed to 

be that of se75. The ratio of cross sections for production of the 

1.7 hour Br activity co~pared to the 127 day Se75 activity by proton 

bombardment was determined to be approximately one. This indicates 

that the 1. 7 hour Br activity decays into the 127 day Se75 ~eriod.n 

However, in the absence of knowledge of the decay schemes of these 

nuclides, one cannot come to a conclusion such. as the above without 

making some assumption regarding their counting efficiencies; 

experience with K~capturing isotopes with small amounts of positron 

branching has shown that such assumptions can be quite misleading. 

.. 
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Fig. 11 

Decay Curve of Bromine Fraction 
from Cu + c12 . 

MU 2124 
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Though one acknowledges that the parent of the 127 day activity was, 

indeed, Br75, whether or not it was the 1.7 hour isotope is still in 

doubt. 

There are ·some considerations to favor the. argument of Pool: 

that the (p,Y) cross section should be about as large as the (p,n) 

cross section in h~s bombardments of selenium, in view of the fact 

that protons of 5 Mev were used. Quite high threshold energies are 

often required by (p,n) reactions where the transition is from an 

even=even to an odd-odd nucleus, as it is in the case of 

A rough calculation using the mass equation 

indicates the threshold in this case to be approximately 7 Mev, 

wh~reas the (p,Y) reaction to give Br75 is exothermic. Thus it is 

quite possible that these bombardments were done at an energy very 

close to the (p,n) threshold, and that the (p,Y) reaction constituted 

a sizable fraction of the total cross section. 

Beryllium abE;orption measurements on our 90 minute activity 

showed an end point of the beta spectrum of approximately 1. S Mev, 

in qualitative agreement with the -value of 1.6 ~ev as reported by Pool. 

The difficulty of ascertaining the mass qf this nuclide is in-

creased by the. fact that the several possible daughters are either 

stable_ or very long•lived, so .that chemical isolation of the daughter 

would be of no value. Such a ~ituation might best be met by care

fully controlled excitation experiments \~th helium ions on arsenic 

(which contains only one stable isotope, 33As75). By varying the 

bombarding energy between 40 and 60 _Mev, one should b.e able to bring 

in succ~ssively th~ (a,4n) to (a,6n) reactions; the mass number is 
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assigned by noting where the 90 minute activity first appears. 

In the bombardments of copper with carbon ions, the decay curve 

of the bromine fractions showed only the two activities, and in all 

experiments decayed to background level without tailing out into a 

longer-lived component, This. would indicate that the new 35 minute 

activity iB not the parent of 7.0 hour Se73, which should have 

,appeared as a tail in the decay curve. Br72 is not ruled out, 

because of the 11long11 half-life of its daughter, 9.5 day se72, 

. Therefore, the present choice of mass assignment for the 35 minute 

bromine rests between Br72 and Br74; hal.f=life considerations would 

favor the latter, 

To rule out the possibility that the 35 minute activity might 

be se71 (44 minute ~+) impurity, the following were done~ 

(a) In one bombardment, the chemical procedure was altered to 

the following: 

1. The copper target was dissolved in HN0
3

, and 10 mg Br

carrier added. 

2. Solution was made 1 !! in HN03 • 

3. Equal volume of cc1
4 

added, and 0.1 ~ KMn04 added 

dropwise until Br2 color persisted. Br2 was extracted 

into ~c14 several times. 

4. To cc14 layer, 10 ml H20 and 0.1 !! NaHso3 were added 

until the cc14 l~er became C?lorless upon shaking. 

5. H20 and cc14 layers separated. 

6. Steps (3) and (4) repeated twice. 

7. Br- precipitated from solution by addition of Ag+. 



The activities found were. the same as in all other experiments. 

(b) A bombardment of copper with carbon ions was made, in which 
/ 

~ selenium fraction was separated. Periods of N40 minutes, 

7.0 hours, and 9 days were observed, corresponding to Se 71, 

Se72, and Se73 from the (C,p5n), (C,p4n), and (C,p3n) reactions 

on cu65 and the (C,p3n), (C,p2n), and (C,pn) reactions on cu63. 

·The repeated absence of the last· two periods in bromine fraction 

decay curves rules out the' presence of selenium impurity, in 

view of the fact that the 35 minute period always occurred in 

high abundance (comparable to that of the 1;5 hour period). 

To rule out the possibility that the 35 minute activity might 

be 38 minute zn63 made in cu63( d, 2n) reactions from deuteron con~ 

tamination in the carbon beam, the folloWing experiment was doneg 

Copper wa~ bombarded in the regular deuteron beam of the 60-inch 

cyclotron for 10 minutes, and then subjected to the bromine distil-

lation chemistry. Very little activity >vas observed in the 11bromine11 

fraction; what activity there was decayed with periods either 

<2.0 minutes or >6 hours. 

Assignment of the 35 minute bromine activity to Br74 seems the 

most reasonable in light of present data. The reaction would be 

Cu65(C,3n)Br74. 

Mass Assignments of Br76 and Br77 

In the course of the bromine work, it was considered advisable 

·to make certain the isotopic assignments of Br77 and Br76 • These 

nuclides had been characterized in the Table of If?otop~s14 as follows: 

li 

., 
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Br77 -= 57 hour·~+~ K Element certain9 isotope probable, 

Br7~ .~ 16 hour ~+ Element certain9 mass assignment uncertain. 

Since arsenic has but one stable isotope 9 3-fs 75 ~ the method. of criti= 

cal excitation was select'ed for this problem9 utilizing the following 

reacti.ons ~ 

75c· ) 1s 6 · As. a.~n Br . ~ threshold estimated at N . Mevo 

As7.5(a.~Zn)Br_77 s thresh?ld estimated at .,14 Mevo, 

As 75(aj)Jn)Br76 s threshold estimated at .. 26 Mev., 

Three bombardments of As20'J powder wrapped in platinum envelopes 

were made in the 60=-inch cyclotron helium ion· beamo The thickness 

of the platinum was changed in each bombardment~ to provide the 

variation in beani ·energy o 

(a) 2 mil platinum, Ea. ~ 33 Mev o 

(b) 3 mil platini.Uil9 Ea. ~ 24 Mevo. 

(c) 5 mil platinum~ Ea. ~ 11 Mevo 

Separation of the active bromine fr-om the As20.3 target material 

was effected in the following way~ 

(1) The As20.3 powder was dissolved in hot dilute KOHj) and 

severai mg of Br= carrier addedo 

(2) Solution was placed in distilling flask 9 with slow air 

·· stream passing througtl o 

(J). Solution slowly acidified by addition of HN0.3 with heating,. 

and the Br2 swept oYer 'in~o a CC14 trapo 

(4) The.CC14 ·(containing the Br2) was shaken with a few inl Ool N 

HNOj to which ha~ been added a trace of KMn04o 

(5) The. Br2 was reduced out of the CC14 with NaHS0.3:nd then 

precipitated from the aqueous phase by addition of Ag+o 
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The decay curves from the three bombard.ments are shown in Figures 

' 12~ 13~ and 14o The activities proquced are given below: 

Run Platinum Beam Energy Activities Observed Reaction 
Thickness Reaching Target 

(mil) (Mev) 

(a) 2 ""33 16o5 ± Oo5 hour (a~3n) 

57 :t 1 hour (a»2n) 

6 !. 1 minute (a»n) 

(b) 3 --24 57 :! 1 hour ( 0..9 2n) 

6o5 ± 1 minute (a~n) 

(c) "5 ., -ll 6o5 ! Oo5 minute (a.~n) 

From these results~ it may be inferred fairly unarnbi~ously that 

the isotopic assignments as given in the Table of Isotopes are correct. 

The positron spectrum of the 16o5 hour Br76 was examined~ using 

the crude beta spectrometer~ ,or 11bendero 1~ An end point of the posi-

tron distribution was observed which corresponded to an energy of 3o5 Mev. 

+ An electron conversion line of 350 ~ 50 kev was observed; this 

line decayed with a half-life of 53 ! 5 hours» indicating that it is 

associated with a gamma ray from Br770 Thi.s was verified by bombard

ment (b)» in which also the upper limit of the positron spectrum of 

Br77 was fo~d to be 400 ! 50 kevo 

The electromagnetic radiation from Br77 was cursorily examined in 

a gamma ray pulse analyzer which is still in the developmental stageo 

A very complex spectrum with many lines was seen; however» in addition 

to the intense annihilation gamma line at Oo5 Mev~ there seemed to be 

an indicat~on of strong lines at ~Oo8 and ""Oo3 Mevo These figures 

are probably quite rougho 

~ 
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·v. PRESENT THEORY OF CARBON BEAM FORMATION 

Recent expe'riments by A. Ghiorso and B. Rossi have established 

that 90 Mev c12( +6) ions are found at a smaller dee radius th,an would 

.be possible if these particles had originated at the ion source~ in 

the geometric center of the dee o This information plus the fact that 

the intensity of the C(+2) beam and the C(+6) beam seem to be related 

have led to the following theory of the C(+6) beam formation~ 

The ion source 1 which does not produce electrons of sufficiently 

high energy to strip the carbon atom completely~ produces an in~ 

tense beam of C( +2) ions riding on the 1/3 harmonic, as discussed 

earlier. Some of the C(+2) ions lose electrons by collisions with 
• 

air molecules {or fast electrons) near the ion source, and a small 

fraction of these which reach C(+6) get in resonance and are accele-

rated to the full radius. This mechanism is able to explain the 

following phenomena: 

(a) The unusually large ratio of external to internal carbon 

beam intensityo Because of the manifold centers of formation 

of C(+6) ions, the resulting beam will have components with 

many radii of curvature; only a small fraction of these will 

be passed by the exit channel for the external beamo 

(b) Wide energy distribution of the beam. Those ions which 

reach the C(+6) ~esonance far from the ion source will travel 

a much shorter distance than those ionized near the center 

in reaching the periphery~ and will attain a much lower energyo 

{c) Of boron~ carbon, nitrogen, o:xygen.s and fluorine, only 

carbon ions have thus far been' successfully accelerated in 

,0 
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the 60-inch cyclotron. Since the voltage of the ion source is 

not high enough to compleii:Jely ionize any of these atoms, it 

should be necessary to initiate the beam in a sub-harmonic. 

The 1/3 harmonic is possible only in the ~ase of c12; the 

successful utilization of lower harmonics such as l/5, etc., 

is probably much less probable. 
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